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"New Solutions for the Fashion Business".
Together with Brother you will have much more possibilities to create individual fashion.
During FESPA 2015 in Cologne we will show how to print on different textile material, i.e.
shoes, and how to combine different techniques like using metallic foil with DTG
printing. Moreover, you can see embroidery and scan&cut solutions for textile finishing.
Brother Industrial GmbH will be demonstrating several steps of the digital garment printing
process. Where else can you visually see all important steps of the "full" digital garment
printing process? You will find many experts from all around the world to discuss with
about your requirements for perfect garment printing at our booth E20 in hall 8.
The successful GT-3 Series garment printer together with new options and platens are the
perfect combination to produce high volumes and/or unique fashion garments. Increase
your profitability with more options and solutions for the garment decoration industry from
the number One supplier of direct to garment printers:
-

Production and Reliability
Quality and Service
10 years’ of competence and experience in DTG
Sovereign colour reproduction - natural and realistic

Meet customers, dealers and specialists for graphics, software, textiles, accessories,
printing technology, etc. on one single booth. Find a concentration of many interesting
people on our stand which will become a meeting point for a wide range of information on
digital garment printing. We are ready to show you the whole digital garment printing
process without hiding anything! A promise is a promise.
Brother is a Japanese company whose profile comprises a diversity of electronic, industrial
as well as domestic appliances and is one of the world's leaders in the Production of
Industrial Sewing Machines, Printers and Multi-Functions-Centre machines. The
industrial sewing machine tradition looks back upon 100 years of experience and 10 years
professional experience in textile printing. Brother’s headquarters for industrial products
like sewing machines and the garment printer in Europe, Africa and the Middle East are
located in Emmerich - Germany consisting of service & sales specialists as well as
warehouse logistics staff.
Environment!!!
According to the overall Brother Group Philosophy we will continue to develop and improve
our environmental performance - in the interest and welfare of the general public. Therefore
we continue to be on the safe side in case of RoHS II, any EU directive, ISO 14001, our
Brother's own 5R concept (Reuse, Reform, Recycle, Refuse, Reduce) and ÖkoTex
certified inks/consumables to grant high quality standards.
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